Ban on Russian Ads Depicting Euro Having Sex with Dollar

Advertising authorities in Moscow have banned a poster campaign showing the euro having sex with the US dollar. The campaign, by the Russian Finance magazine, was judged immoral by the Moscow Committee for advertising and information, reports Izvestia. Advertising company News Outdoor had to tear down 100 posters overnight in Moscow, after receiving a warning letter from the committee chairman Igor Presnyakov. Magazine publisher Igor Maltsev said he did not realise what the posters were supposed to represent. ‘I thought the currencies were dancing on our poster,’ he said. ‘But after hearing from Mr Presnyakov I saw that, yes, maybe, this is a love scene.’

This Semester’s OFA Funding Programs

Please note funding programs available to students through the Office for the Arts’ this semester:

MUSIC LESSON SUBSIDIES:
Private music lesson funding is available through the Office for the Arts’ Music Lesson Subsidy Program (MLSP) for undergraduates. Apply online at www.fas.harvard.edu/~ofa Deadlines: Instruments Wednesday Sept. 24; Voice, Wednesday Sept. 26

OFA GRANTS SPRING ‘04 PROJECTS:
Thinking of producing an arts project? Need project funding?...apply for Office for the Arts’ Grants available for artistically innovative, undergraduate-focused projects that are awarded to undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, and staff. Visit the OFA’s website www.fas.harvard.edu. Spring ’04 project deadline: Wednesday, October 8, 2003

IM GAMES THIS WEEK:

SOCCER: MONDAY at 7:30 vs. Eliot on Jordan Field
“A” VOLLEYBALL: MONDAY at 9:30 vs. Dunster in the MAC
FOOTBALL: TUESDAY at 4:30 vs. Pfoho at the QUAD
TENNIS: WEDNESDAY, 3:30 vs. Winthrop at Beren Courts
ULTIMATE FRISBEE: FRIDAY at 3:30 vs. Cabot at the QUAD

No “B” Volleyball Games this week.
For complete fall schedules see our BRAND NEW website.

GO LEVERETT!

Animal Sounds Around The World

THIS WEEK: DONKEY

French: hihan
Hindi: si-po-sipo:
Russian: ia-ia
Turkish: a-iii, a-iii
Bengali: chunchun

Bobby Sue’s Country Music

Lyrics of the Week

Thanks To The Cathouse, I’m In The Doghouse With You
She’s Out Doing What I’m Here Doing Without.
I’m Havin’ Daydreams About Night Things In The Middle Of The Afternoon.
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SUBMIT
Got something to say, buddy?
Contact Bryan & Chris at news@leverett.harvard.edu
by Friday evening for publication in next week's issue

UHS Annual Harvest of Health Fair
Come see us at the Harvard University Health Services Annual Harvest of Health Fair. Wednesday, October 1, 2003 on the Science Green from 11 to 4 PM. Free food and giveaways! Many Clinician specialists available to answer questions, give health information and provide health screening. Bicycle experts present to examine your bikes for safety. Free chair massage. Look forward to seeing you there! Questions? Call 617-495-9629.

Grabbing the Apple
YOUR WEEKLY RODEO PIC

Luncheon with Governor Calderon
I am pleased to announce that on Friday, October 17, Leverett House and the Harvard Foundation for Intercultural and Race Relations will host a reception, luncheon and program for the Governor of Puerto Rico, the Honorable Sila Calderon. The reception will be in the Masters' Residence from 12 noon until 12:40pm. The lunch and program will be in the Leverett dining hall from 12:45-2pm. Admission to this event will be by written invitation only. There is a questionnaire on the web page for those who would like to request an invitation. I expect that the event will be over-subscribed. Please do not request an invitation unless you are actually going to attend. Invitations, which will go out the week before the event, will be issued preferentially to students, primarily in the order of their requests, but we will reserve some invitations for SCR members with some connection to Puerto Rico.

Golden Nuggets
TIDBITS OF WISDOM FROM BRYAN’S FAVORITE SITCOM

[Blanche returns from the doctor's]
Blanche: He said he wants to put a pacemaker in me!
Sophia: Everybody’s got a name for it these days!

[Blanche complains about her daughter breast-feeding in public]
Blanche: You don’t see me taking my breasts out in public... (pauses to think)... a lot.

Kilt-wearers targeted by calf implant inventor
A German lederhosen seller who sells calf implants to make his customers' legs look more manly is planning to branch out to Scotland. Herbert Lipah says he has had massive interest from Scottish kilt wearers since his implants, which are worn inside socks, were featured in a British newspaper. He said: "All of a sudden I started getting Scottish customers on the phone and have been getting faxed requests for orders. "Apparently kilt wearers and lederhosen wearers both worry about how their legs will look in the traditional gear, and paddding allows a whole new bunch of people to embrace the clothing of their ancestors without embarrassing remarks like ‘squirrel legs’ and ‘stick insect’. "The chance to wear lederhosen is the right of every German man, and in Scotland the right to wear the kilt is the right of every Scot." Mr Lipah, 55, now plans to have the implants, which come in various sizes from small to extra large, patented worldwide. He added: "It's impossible to tell the difference. It looks just like a well developed, muscular leg should be and is totally seamless."

Dog With the World’s Longest Ears
Bassett hound Mr Jeffries has been declared the dog with the world’s longest ears. He has beaten his own grandfather to the title, says the latest edition of Guinness World Records. Mr Jeffries, whose full name is Knightsfolie Ladiesman, has ears which measure 29.2cm (11.49'). His grandfather was Biggles, the face of Hush Puppies shoes. Owner Phil Jeffries, from Southwick in West Sussex, said his pet—whose ears are insured for $30,000 said Mr Jeffries was often standing on his ears, tripping over them and dragging them in his food. The new title-holder took on the record after his grandad died last year.
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